GAME NOTES
- Virginia Tech is now 5-26 all-time against NC State.
- The Wolfpack won the opening tipoff of the game.
- NC State scored the game’s first points on a Mimi Collins layup.
- Olivia Summiel was the first player off the VT bench in the game.
- Tech wore maroon script uniforms for the first time this season. They are 1-0 in them.
- The game was the first regular season sellout at Cassell Coliseum in VT WBB history.

VIRGINIA TECH TEAM NOTES
- VT is 3-0 in ACC play for the second time in the Kenny Brooks era.
- Tech had two players score in double figures against NC State: Elizabeth Kitley (27), and Georgia Amoore (21).

HEAD COACH KENNY BROOKS
- Head coaching record moves to 504-198.
- Record at VT is 167-76.
- Career record in ACC contests is 65-56.
- Career record in January moves to 114-60 and 27-29 at VT.
- Brooks is 100-25 at Cassell Coliseum.

THE HOKIES’ STARTING FIVE
G - Georgia Amoore
G - Cayla King
G - Matilda Ekh
F - Rose Micheaux
C - Elizabeth Kitley

PLAYER NOTES
PG GEORGIA AMOORE
- Scored 21 points in the game (9-24 FG) and had seven assists.
- Scored 20+ for the sixth time this season.

G CAYLA KING
- Scored three points on a 3-point basket.
- Secured five rebounds and had two assists.

G MATILDA EKH
- Recorded six points in the game (3-5 FG)
- Pulled down five rebounds.

F ROSE MICHEAUX
- Started the game and played seven minutes.

C ELIZABETH KITLEY
- Hit the game-winner with 0.9 seconds to go.
- Led all scorers with 27 points in the game going 12-24 from the field.
- Also had 12 rebounds and two blocks.
- Recorded her tenth double-double of the season.
- Recorded her seventh 20-point game of the season.
- Became the program’s all-time leader in minutes played during the contest.

F OLIVIA SUMMIEL
- Contributed three rebounds and two assists.

G CARLEIGH WENZEL
- Had six rebounds in the game.

G CARYS BAKER
- Knocked down two 3-pointers in the game.

VT LEADERS (SINGLE GAME)
POINTS
Tonight  27, Kitley
ACC play  27, last by Kitley vs. NCSU
Season  31 (3x), last by Kitley vs. Kansas (11/24/23)

REBOUNDS
Tonight  12, Kitley
ACC play  12, last by Kitley vs. NCSU
Season  18, Kitley vs. Kansas (11/24/23)

ASSISTS
Tonight  3, Amoore
ACC play  10, Amoore vs Wake (1/4/24)
Season  16, Amoore vs. HCU (11/16/23)

BLOCKS
Tonight  2, Amoore
ACC play  2 (2x), last by Amoore vs. NCSU
Season  3 (2x), last by King vs. LIU (12/6/23)

STEALS
Tonight  2, Amoore
ACC play  2 (2x), last by Amoore vs. NCSU
Season  3 (2x), last by King vs. LIU (12/6/23)

MINUTES
Tonight  40:00, Amoore
ACC play  40:00, Amoore vs. NCSU (1/7/24)
Season  40:00 (3x), last by Amoore vs. NCSU (1/7/24)

FIELD GOALS MADE
Tonight  27, Kitley
ACC play  27, last by Kitley vs. NCSU
Season  31 (3x), last by Kitley vs. Kansas (11/24/23)

FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED
Tonight  40:00, Amoore
ACC play  40:00, Amoore vs. NCSU (1/7/24)
Season  40:00 (3x), last by Amoore vs. NCSU (1/7/24)

3-PT FIELD GOALS MADE
Tonight  3, Amoore
ACC play  3, multiple
Season  7 (3x), last by Ekh at Rutgers (12/17/23)

3-PT FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED
Tonight  11, Amoore
ACC play  11, Amoore
Season  16, King vs. LIU (12/6/23)

FREE THROWS MADE
Tonight  3, Kitley
ACC play  7, Kitley at Wake (1/4/24)
Season  9, Kitley vs. Kansas (11/24/23)

FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED
Tonight  4, Kitley
ACC play  10, Kitley at Wake (1/4/24)
Season  10, last by Kitley at Wake